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Pieter Hoff is the inventor of the Groasis Waterboxx. It was elected the `Best of Whats New

2010 by Popular Science, one of the most influential science magazines with over 3 million

readers around the world. The Groasis Waterboxx beat 116 great products mostly from

Fortune 500 companies; amongst them, the fantastic Apple iPad and the incredible Philips

ledlamp. His innovation allows trees to be planted in deserts, on mountains, eroded areas,

rocks and even in the ashes of burned forests. The invention brought him into the world of CO,

which is explained to the reader in surprisingly easy to understand concepts. `The Treesolution

clarifies how to solve the CO emission problem and turn it into a CO wealth creating

opportunity.

About the AuthorRachel Bailey developed a serious book addiction at a young age and has

never recovered. She went on to earn degrees in psychology and social work, but is now living

her dream—writing romance for a living. She lives on a piece of paradise on Australia’s

Sunshine Coast with her hero and four dogs. Rachel can be contacted through her website,

www.rachelbailey.com. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Liam Hawke held the cell phone tightly against his

ear, but it didn't help. The person on the other end of the phone wasn't making any sense."Mr.

Hawke? Are you there?""Hang on a moment," he said and pulled his Jeep to the side of the

road. At his brother's enquiring stare, Liam said in an undertone, "Listen," and hit the speaker

button on his cell. "Can you repeat that, please?""I'm a midwife at the Sacred Heart Hospital

and I just informed you that you've become a father. Congratulations." Liam frowned, Dylan's

eyes widened and the woman continued. "Your daughter, Bonnie, is two days old and still here

with her mother. Unfortunately, her mother has had some complications following the birth and

has asked me to contact you. It would be best if you came right away."A baby? Dylan mouthed

as Liam loosened his tie and undid the top button on his shirt, which had suddenly become too

tight. There had to be a mistake. Babies didn't magically appear. Usually there was nine

months' notice, for one thing.The L.A. sun shone down on them through the sunroof as Liam

swallowed and tried to get his voice to work. "Are you sure you have the right person?""You're

Liam John Hawke?" she asked."I am.""You were in a relationship with Rebecca

Clancy?""Yes"—if you could call their arrangement a relationship—"but she wasn't pregnant

when we broke up." Which had been a good while ago. He struggled to remember when he'd

last seen her but couldn't bring a time or place to mind.How long had it been? It could have

been eight months ago…. An uncomfortable heat crawled across his skin. Then another piece

of information registered. "You said Rebecca had some complications. Is she all right?"The

midwife drew in a measured breath. "I think it would be better if we spoke in person.""I'll be

there as soon as I can," he said and disconnected. He pulled the Jeep back out into the flow of

traffic and made a U-turn.Dylan pulled out his cell. "I'll cancel the meeting."When Dylan ended

the call, Liam threw him a tight smile. "Thanks.""You had no idea?" Dylan asked."I still have no

idea." He ran a hand through his hair, then brought it back to grip the wheel. "Sure, I was

dating Rebecca back then, but that doesn't prove I'm the father of her baby." He'd heard she'd

been dating again soon after their breakup. First order of business would be a paternity

test.After a frustrating delay in L.A. traffic, they arrived at the hospital. They made their way to

the neonatal unit, where they were greeted by a woman in a pale blue uniform. She led them



through to the nursery. "Ms. Clancy took a turn for the worse after I called you, and she's been

taken back to surgery. Her parents went up with her, so they've left Bonnie with us here in the

nursery." She leaned over and picked up a bundle of soft pink blanket with a tiny face peeping

out."Hello, sweetheart," she cooed. "Your daddy's here to meet you."Before Liam could head

the nurse off with an explanation about needing a paternity test, she'd placed the baby in his

arms. Large eyes fringed by long dark lashes blinked open and looked up at him. Her tiny pale

pink face seemed so fragile, yet somehow more real than anything else in the room."I'll leave

you two to get to know each other for a few minutes," the midwife said. "There's a comfy chair

over there in the corner."Dylan cleared his throat. "I'll just…ah…pop out and get us a couple of

coffees."But Liam was only vaguely paying attention to them. Bonnie was all he could see. He

couldn't remember the last time he'd held a baby and he wasn't one-hundred-percent sure he

was doing it right, but he held her closer and breathed in her clean, sweet smell. He could feel

the warmth of her body through the blanket, and a ghost of a smile crept across his face.All

three Hawke brothers had their mother's unusual hair color of darkest brown shot through with

deep red—and Bonnie already had a thick crop of hair exactly that shade. He'd still demand a

paternity test, no question, and he'd need to have a full and frank discussion with Rebecca, but

he was sure of one thing: Bonnie was his. She was a Hawke.As he sank into the chair and

stared into the eyes of his daughter, the world stilled. His baby. His heart clenched tight, then

expanded to fill his chest, his body. And for the first time in his life, Liam Hawke fell head over

heels in love.He lost track of time as he sat there, holding his daughter and telling her stories

about her new family, of her two uncles and of his parents, who would adore and spoil their first

grandchild rotten. An hour ago he was on his way to a business meeting with Dylan for their

family company, Hawke's Blooms. How had his day gone from thinking about the business of

growing and selling flowers to thinking about a having a little girl in his life?A movement out of

the corner of his eye made him look up to see a middle-aged couple enter the nursery. They

stumbled to a halt just inside the door. "Who are you?" the heavily made-up woman

demanded.Instinctively, he held Bonnie a little tighter. This had to be Rebecca's parents. He'd

never met them when he'd dated Rebecca—given the relationship had barely lasted three

months before he'd ended it, the opportunity had never arisen. He guessed he'd be seeing

more of them now."Liam Hawke," he said calmly, politely. "Bonnie's father."Scowling, the man

stepped forward on one Italian-shoed foot. "How do you even know about Bonnie?""Rebecca

asked the nurse to call me." Not wanting to disrupt the baby, he stayed in the chair and kept his

voice level. "But the real question is, why wouldn't I know about her?""Rebecca would never

have done that," the woman said, her eyes narrowing. "When Rebecca's discharged, she and

the baby will be coming back to live with us—she moved in two months ago. We'll raise Bonnie

together. In fact, you can hand her over now and leave before Rebecca gets out of surgery. If

she'd wanted to see you, she'd have mentioned it before now."Liam took a breath, prepared to

give the couple some slack given their daughter was in surgery. But they were seriously

mistaken if they thought he was going anywhere."So your plan was to never tell me I have a

child?" he asked and met their gazes steadily."Rebecca's plan," the man corrected.Their

arrogance was astounding. To deliberately keep a baby's birth—the existence of a person—

secret was beyond comprehension. "She didn't think I'd want to know? That Bonnie would

need a father?"The woman sniffed. "You can't provide anything that she won't already have.

Your wealth is nothing to ours. And she'll have people around her capable of love."He heard the

unspoken critique of his family's wealth clear enough—the Hawke family didn't just have less

money, they had new money. He felt his blood pressure rise another notch. He'd come across

the prejudice often, always from people who'd never put in a hard day's work in their lives,



whose riches had been passed down and all they'd had to do was spend and perhaps adjust

the investments. He'd never been able to conjure up any respect for someone who'd inherited

their money and position.About to respond, Liam frowned and paused. Something in that last

dig had been especially pointed. What exactly had Rebecca told them about him? They hadn't

broken up on the best of terms, sure, but he hadn't thought it had been too bad. Though, now

that he thought about it, hadn't Rebecca talked about her parents being cold and manipulative?

Was this coming from Rebecca or from them…?A man in a surgeon's gown appeared in the

doorway. His face was drawn as he took off the paper cap that had covered his hair. "Mr. and

Mrs. Clancy?""Yes?" Rebecca's mother grabbed her husband's hand. "Is she out of surgery?

How is she?""I'm afraid I have some bad news. Rebecca fought hard, but her body had

—""She's gone?" Mr. Clancy said, his voice hoarse.The doctor nodded. "I'm sorry."Mrs. Clancy

let out a loud, broken sob and slumped against her husband, who pulled her against him. The

noise made Bonnie's face crumple, then she began to wail. Stunned, Liam looked down at her.

Her mother had just died. She was motherless. Her life would always be affected by this one

tragic incident.And he had no idea what to do.The midwife rushed through the door, jostling to

get past the doctor, who was still talking to Rebecca's parents, and took Bonnie from him. Liam

watched her soothe Bonnie as if from a distance. As if it wasn't really happening."I'm so sorry

about the news, Mr. Hawke," she said."What—" He cleared his throat. "What happens to

Bonnie now?""Rebecca had already filled in the birth certificate and named you as the father.

So as far as the hospital is concerned, you have custody of her. If you don't want her, I know

Rebecca's parents were talking about raising her. How about I call the social worker to help

you sort through your options?"Bonnie had calmed down to a mild hiccup. Bonnie. His baby.

She had worked her little arm free from the blanket and was waving it in the air. He reached out

to touch her tiny fist, enclosing it in his."There's no need," he said and met the midwife's gaze.

"Bonnie will live with me. I'll raise my own daughter."The midwife smiled in approval. "We'll

show you some basics, like how to feed her, then you'll be on your way. She's already had all

her tests and passed everything with flying colors."Liam blinked. Now? Just like that? He knew

next to nothing about babies….Suddenly Rebecca's mother was in front of them, making a

grab for the baby. "I'll take her," she said, shooting Liam a defiant look. "We're going

home."Unperturbed, the midwife handed Bonnie to Liam. "I'm sorry, but Mr. Hawke is her father.

Your daughter named him on the birth certificate. He has custody."Mr. Clancy came to stand

beside his wife and narrowed reddened eyes at Liam. "We'll see about that. He's not fit to raise

a baby and I'll say that in court if I have to."Liam didn't flinch. The Clancys could try whatever

they liked. No one was taking his daughter from him.As Jenna arranged the last of the weekly

flower delivery—fragrant jasmine and sunshine-yellow lilies today—into a crystal vase, she

heard her boss, Dylan Hawke, arrive home from an all-nighter. Judging by the voices coming

from the penthouse foyer, his brother Liam was with him. Liam had a smooth, deep voice that

always made her melt….And that is a completely inappropriate way to think about your

employer's family. Or any man. It had been falling for a man and forgetting her duty that had put

her in this position.She gathered up the flower stems she'd trimmed and ducked into the hall

before the men made it into the living room. One of the things she'd learned growing up in a

royal palace was that housekeepers were expected to keep a low profile—like magic cleaning

and cooking fairies who were rarely seen.From the adjoining kitchen, she heard a baby's cry

and she stilled. It sounded like the cry of a newborn. Her arms ached for her own little Meg, but

she was in day care, and at eight months old, her cry was different. Her boss, Dylan, and his

two brothers, Liam and Adam, were all bachelors, and none of Dylan's friends had been

expecting as far as she knew. She'd been pregnant herself for part of the time she'd worked



here, so an expectant mother would have caught her attention.Footsteps sounded down the

hall, and then Dylan's face appeared around the corner. "Jenna, we could use your help with a

slight baby problem.""Sure," she said, wiping her hands and following him back out. The Santa

Monica penthouse apartment's large living room was decorated in whites and neutrals so the

only spots of color were the flowers she'd just arranged and the two men who stood in the

center, one awkwardly holding the tiny bundle that was now crying loudly. Jenna breathed an

"ohhh," her arms aching with the need to comfort the little thing.As they approached, Liam

glanced up at his brother, then back to the baby he was gently jiggling. Even as her heart

sighed at the sight of the six-foot-plus man with the tiny pink bundle, Jenna frowned. Who

would leave their new baby with two clueless men? Despite being respected and feared

businessmen, they were clearly out of their depth."Liam," Dylan said. "You remember Jenna.

She'll know what to do."Jenna glanced at her boss and asked in an undertone, "What to do

about what, exactly?"He stared blankly at her and then shrugged. "About the baby," he

whispered.Right. Well, maybe if she could calm the baby, she could find out what she needed

to do."Yes," she said, her eyes on the little person nestled in Liam's strong arms. "Maybe I can

help?"Liam regarded her with an assessing gaze—he was less certain of her ability. He

needed help—that was evident from the baby's cries becoming more desperate and the

awkward way he was holding her—but his eyes held a fierce protectiveness. He wasn't handing

this baby over to just anyone. She respected that—in fact, the sight of a man being so

protective brought a lump of emotion to her throat. She'd have to lay his fears to rest if she was

going to help."Hi, Mr. Hawke," she said, smiling brightly. "I'm not sure you remember me, but

I'm Jenna Peters." She generally tried to stay out of the way when Dylan had guests, so she

and Liam had never had a conversation, but she hoped he might at least recognize her.He

nodded in acknowledgment, but he then turned his attention back to the tiny, squirming girl he

held."I have an eight-month-old daughter, Meg, and she cried like this when I first brought her

home. Would you like me to try some of the tricks I learned with Meg on this little girl?"Liam

looked down at the baby, stroked a fingertip softly down her cheek, took a deep breath and oh-

so-carefully placed the baby in Jenna's arms."Bonnie," he said, his voice rough. "Her name is

Bonnie."As he said the name, his dark green eyes softened and Jenna's stomach looped. He

was still standing close, as if not wanting to be too far from the baby. Jenna shivered. She could

feel the heat from his body, see the day's growth of dark beard, smell the masculine scent of

his skin….She stepped back, away from this man's aura. The priority here was Bonnie.Jenna

pulled the pale pink blanket a bit more firmly around the little girl, laid her across her heart so

the baby could feel the beat and began to pace and rock, crooning as she went. The cries

gradually quieted until a wet-faced Bonnie peered up at her."Hello, little one," Jenna murmured,

unable to stop the smile spreading across her face.Dylan crept across to look over Jenna's

shoulder. "Good work, Jenna," he whispered.But Jenna's gaze was drawn to Liam. He looked

from the baby across to her, his features holding too many emotions to be easily deciphered,

though gratitude was definitely one of them. He and this baby must have a strong link—

perhaps they were related, or he was close to the parents.He cleared his throat. "How did you

do that?""I've laid her over my heart," she said, smoothing the fine, dark hair on Bonnie's head.

"Babies like to feel the beat." --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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the author.I dedicate this book to the memory of Prof. Dr. Wangari Maathai. In 2004 she was

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, and she dedicated her life to make the earth habitable by

planting trees. Her unrelenting labor inspired me to write this book. Those who wish to know

more about her dedication and work can visit Unfortunately Ms. Maathai left us on September

25, 2011, too early to see the full fruition of her work.The publication of this book is funded by

my brother Matthie Hoff. I thank him for his support and sharing the dream of reforestation of

the world.I thank my son, Wout Hoff; my neighbor, André Nieuwlaat; and my good friend and a

walking tree encyclopedia living in Oman -who is helping me planting trees in the Oman

deserts- Clive Winbow for the improvements they suggested on the contents of the book and

for their linguistic advice.I thank Ms. Marjorie Terranova from Ecuador who fact checked, made

the Spanish translation, and reviewed the English language of this version; for her ongoing

work to improve The Treesolution to its present status. Without her help I could never have

completed this book.Finally I thank Mrs. Margot Verhaeren for the fantastic design of this book.

Without her it would not have looked so beautiful.Table of contentsIntroductionThe fifth

editionInspirationThe fascinating CO2 problemThe CO2 conceptProduction losses and CO2

emissionsCO2 prejudicesThe debate on climate changeConceptual perceptionCO2 viewed

from a different angleComparing air to waterThe Kyoto ProtocolReduction is delayDelay is not

wrong, but it is no solution eitherThe ‘relocation’ of CO2 emissionCO2 is no pollutionMankind

emits 6% of all CO2The split position of the United NationsChoosing between useless and

useful investmentsClean energyWealth through a head startWhy the USA refuse to ratify the

Kyoto ProtocolWhat needs to be improved in the Kyoto ProtocolThe peculiarities of the

Annex-1 countries list of the Kyoto ProtocolThe ‘forgotten’ population growthSix failed Climate

ConferencesThe CircleScientific research proves that the earth has a flexible CO2

disconnecting capacityScientific supportThe enormous purification power of the treeThe

disconnection of C atoms from O atoms by trees, plants and algaeThe TreesolutionHave we

got 2 billion hectares of land available?How large is 50 million hectares?Trees grow

everywhereWhy solve the problem in 40 years and not tomorrow?The organization of the

Treesolution‘From CO2 Nature’Figures of the TreesolutionThe ‘CO2 emission surcharge’

levelThe influence of the TreesolutionCriticism of the TreesolutionThose who calculate, plant

treesThe cynics are wrongLet’s not create new slaveryOur problem is their opportunitySupport

the Treesolution planLand reformThe food challengeBenefits of the TreesolutionFinal words to

the readerSummaryOriginal workSourcesIntroductionIn 2009 the G8 Summit was held in

L’Aquila, Italy. One of the subjects on the agenda was climate change. During the Summit the

eight participating countries decided to accept a 2°C increase in temperature of the

atmosphere until 2050, because in their opinion the world is not capable of sufficiently limiting

the emission of CO2 to avoid this.The December 2009 Copenhagen Climate Conference failed

to come up with solutions. The 2010 Cancun Conference also did not bring any solution to



prevent climate change. The 2011 Durban Conference was again paralyzed, unable to come

up with any solution to the problem. The Rio+20 Summit gave hope to so many; but again, the

result was a paper full of empty promises. The 2012 Doha Conference and 2013 Warsaw

Conference were the most recent chances to get to a new Climate Protocol. The negotiators

failed again.After reading this book you will understand why this happens. The basic principles

of the Kyoto Protocol - mankind’s intended instrument to reduce CO2 emission - are so full of

flaws that no solution based on them will ever work, unless these flaws are acknowledged and

removed. Unfortunately I have not seen any willingness or commitment to do so until now.CO2

experts, who believe in climate change and who plead for measures to prevent it from

happening, seem just as stubborn as their opponents who deny climate change. Although I

have been writing about these flaws since 2008, it seems CO2 experts prefer to ignore them

instead of removing the flaws from a new treaty, so that all parties involved are able to sign

it.After having read this book, you will understand why all negotiations about a new climate

treaty have failed. In this book, I offer a completely different view on the CO2 emission problem;

and - as you can expect from an inventor - a solution to solve it.Holland, January 2014Pieter

HoffThe fifth editionThe year 2014 has arrived, and no significant progress has been made

towards cleaning the air of CO2 and other greenhouse gases. Since 2011 we have discovered

that in recent years, both climate change ‘believers’ and climate change ‘skeptics’ have been

providing us with incorrect figures. We even have a ‘climate-gate’ scandal which shows how

unreliable ‘climate facts’ have become. Many take positions, not with the aim to reduce the

CO2 emission, but simply to make money from the problem. Multinational companies are busy

developing incredibly expensive, polluting, and inefficient 'Carbon Capture and Storage'

technologies; and they are trying to influence governments to spend money on these

technologies. Banks have huge interests in carbon trading, and that is why they support the

present policies. Governments need more money, so they use ‘climate change’ as an easy way

to levy more taxes on the public and corporations. Each of these parties is trying to influence

the debate, and they are able to do so because most people lack any basic knowledge of what

we are talking about.This book has been updated with the developments that have taken place

between August 2008 - the publication of the first edition - and December 2013. I hope it will

help you to better judge 'solutions’ proposed by parties who have a financial interest, and who

want to make you pay for solutions that are often both unnecessary and ineffective.I am

confident that after reading this book, you will start to support the only solution that makes

sense, that makes money (instead of costing money) and that is given to us by Mother Nature

itself: the Treesolution.InspirationIn the years that I ran a business in lily hybridization, I traveled

to more than 50 countries to sell my lily bulbs. On my business trips I encountered a problem

that occurs everywhere: groundwater levels are dropping at an alarming rate. The groundwater

took hundreds of millennia to build up; however, if we continue using groundwater for irrigation

purposes on the scale of today, we will have depleted our groundwater supply in a matter of

centuries (and in some locations, decades). Although the world is frantically worried about

energy, CO2, and climate change; the drop in groundwater levels due to large-scale extraction

for drinking water and irrigation might be even more serious. Yet hardly anyone seems to be

paying any attention to it; simply because the problem is literally invisible, below the surface of

the earth.1As a lily specialist, I saw my customers worldwide using groundwater. When I found

out what the consequences are for groundwater levels, I started to worry. I also witnessed large

scale deforestation. For years I drove several times between Rome and Naples, and on these

trips I passed Caserta - home of the enchanting Palazzo Reale di Caserta. In the 18th century

this was the world’s largest building; combined with some of the most beautiful gardens in the



world, it is a pleasure to visit this place.2Near Caserta are the Apennines. Once these

mountains were covered by a lush, green blanket of pines; but now they are dry, eroded and

bare. Whenever I saw them, I thought: ‘what a shame this is. How will we ever be able to

restore this?’ As you may know, irrigation does not work on slopes because it relies on nearly

pressure-less systems. Because of this fact, on one of my journeys I had an inspiration: to

make water out of air. I sold my lily company in 2003 and concentrated on working out the

details of this idea.In the years that followed I have developed a practical and affordable

solution for planting. I have named this technology that allows people to plant trees, shrubs or

vegetables in their gardens or on wasteland, the Groasis Technology.3,4 In 2010 the Groasis

Waterboxx, which is an integral part of the technology, was voted by Popular Science,

America’s oldest and biggest science magazine with 3 million readers, winner of the Green

Award in its ‘Best of what’s new 2010’ competition. The competition consists of 11 classes and

the Groasis Waterboxx also received the honor of being chosen as overall 'Best of what’s new

2010', beating 116 other fantastic Fortune 500 products: like the Apple iPad, the Philips led

lamp, the Green Porsche etc. I was overwhelmed by this honor and it stimulated me even more

to come up with a practical solution to many of the challenges that we are facing. After reading

my book you will have learned more about the CO2 problem, and you will understand how the

Treesolution can help solve them.I hope you enjoy reading this book.Groasis WaterboxxThe

fascinating CO2 problemCO2 doesn’t need to be a problem; it can be a gift, a challenge, and

an opportunity. The reason for this will be explained in the following pages.An important aspect

of this book is that figures and statistics have been kept to a minimum. If the calculations or

examples seem too complicated, feel free to skip them. If you like, first read the book to get the

big picture; and later, go back to learn the details if you need them and want to know

more.There is enough information on this topic to fill 1,000 pages. No doubt you will be able to

find a lot more information if you continue to explore this topic after reading my book. However,

my purpose is to make the Treesolution understandable and accessible to everyone; therefore,

I have chosen to write this book in such a way that it can be read in one evening.The CO2

conceptCarbon dioxide or CO2 is a gas that is released when fossil fuels such as coal, oil or

gas are burned. It is also released during decomposition of organic matter. Plants produce

CO2 and use oxygen at night; they use CO2 and produce oxygen during the daytime. We

exhale CO2. There are many sources of CO2. The idea that humans are the main source of

this gas is misleading; We are not. Actually, nature is by far the biggest producer of CO2.Of the

total CO2 emission on earth, only 6% is directly caused by human activity.5,6 If we reduce

worldwide CO2 emission caused by mankind by 5.4%, - as intended by the present Kyoto

Protocol - then the total CO2 emission worldwide would drop by 5.4% of 6% = 0.324%.Besides

CO2, there are many other gases that can absorb heat radiation: CH4 (methane), PFC’s

(perfluorocarbons), HFCs (hydrofluorcarbons), SF6 (sulfur hexafluoride), etc.7 These are

called ‘greenhouse gases’ (GHG). Some of these gases absorb ten to thousands times more

heat radiation than CO2. Then there is also the emission of NOx (nitrogen oxides), which

causes acidification and smog. During combustion soot particles are also released. Finally,

through all kinds of mechanical processes, dust particles enter our planet’s atmosphere.As

CO2 represents the abundant part of ‘greenhouse gases’, (about 82%, we will focus in this

book on CO2.8Production losses and CO2 emissionsProduction losses occur when fossil fuels

are produced. They can be compared to expenses you have to incur to earn a certain income.

Suppose you get a job as a sales representative that pays a monthly net income of US$ 5,000.

But in order to get that salary you have to pay your monthly car costs, gas, telephone and

maintenance expenses. If these expenses are US$ 1,200, your real net monthly income is US$



3,800. Spending US$ 1,200 to earn US$ 5,000 is your production loss.There was a time when

it was easy to produce oil. In many places it simply gushed out of the earth. But these places

are now almost non-existent.Production of oil is going on in ways and places that require a lot

of energy:By heating and/or pressure, oil can be extracted from old oil fields. In order to extract

3 liters of oil in this way, one liter is used = a 67% return since only 2 out of 3 liters remainOil

can be extracted in remote, inhospitable places. In order to extract and transport 2.5 liters, 1

liter of oil is used = a return of 60%. Only 1.5 out of 2.5 liters remainOil can be extracted from

tar sand. In order to extract and transport 2 liters approximately 1 liter is used = a return of

50%. Only 1 out of 2 liters remains 9So if we increase the efficiency of a car by 20% and its oil

is extracted from tar sand, we have accomplished the following:Production of 2 liters of oilUse

of 1 liter of oil in order to facilitate productionThe car drives 10 kilometers on the remaining 1

liter of oil in the old situationIn the new situation the car drives 12 kilometers (20% efficiency

increase) on the remaining 1 literEffect:Efficiency increase of the car is 20%Net efficiency

increase of the energy process is only 10%, because in order to use 1 liter, 2 liters need to be

extractedSome will say that the production of natural gas is much cleaner than that of coal or

oil. That is a misconception. Producing gas in remote areas and transporting it to the place

where it will be used means it has to be processed. First it is made liquid by cooling it down to

a temperature of minus 161 °C, and upon arrival it needs to be heated up to be ready for use.

This process, including transport, causes a 30% production loss. In order to be able to

consume 7m3 of gas, we need to produce 10m3.Although burning coal creates more CO2 and

dust particles than the other two fossil fuels, the production and transport process is very

efficient. To produce and transport 10 tonnes, only 1 ton is needed. That is a return of 90%.

Since it produces the same energy value as gas and oil, coal - if we don’t look at the dust

particle production - is not much worse if we only look at the CO2 emission.10Now you

understand that even if you insulate your house or buy a more efficient car, this has little effect

on the long term because the efficiency improvement will be negligible.Human activity

accounts for only 6% of the total worldwide CO2 emissionEfficiency measures affect the

energy we consume, but not the energy required for productionWe need to find better and

more effective solutions.CO2 prejudicesThe vast majority of CO2 experts are convinced that

CO2 is responsible for global warming and climate change. However, it is a well known fact that

- even in science - the opinion of the vast majority of experts is not necessarily the right

opinion. I give you an example from early history where scientists were forced by rulers to

publish a certain point of view while they maybe didn’t support it: the majority of Roman

Catholic authorities ordered the European Catholics from about 400 CE until the Middle Ages

to believe that the earth was the center of our solar system; while the Greeks Aristarchus of

Samos (310 BCE - 230 BCE), and Seleucus of Seleucia (190 BCE - 150 BCE) had already

asserted that the sun was the center of our solar system - not the earth. The following example

shows that it sometimes happens that scientists who are financially dependent from their point

of view, lose their neutrality: for the greater part of the 20th century, many scientists and

doctors believed that there was no harm in smoking tobacco; some doctors even encouraged

their patients to smoke tobacco, believing it to be a harmless means of relaxation. Similarly, a

blind acceptance of the assumption that CO2 is causing the climate to change can therefore be

dangerous.Here are some examples of the dangers of majority pressure that you see

happening in the discussions about CO2:Scientists who hold a different view from the majority

will frequently be treated as outcasts by their peers, certainly if it concerns the ‘possibility’ of

climate change 11At first, scientists who held the view that CO2 was the cause of climate

change received insufficient funds and now the scientists who believe that CO2 isn’t the cause



receive insufficient funds 12Research into a topic which is popular attracts attention. Because

research funds are available, institutes, even renowned ones, follow the money. Currently,

institutes that research climate change are generously funded. Institutes that research the

shortage of water are notIf it turns out that CO2 has no effect on the climate, research funds

could be discontinued. Organizations and companies receiving research funds therefore have

an interest in keeping both people and governments in doubt about the real effects of CO2

emissionA number of organizations, people and governments who have imposed taxes, based

on the assumption that CO2 is dangerous, make money from the CO2 problem. They have

become ‘CO2 dependent’ and a solution to the problem would mean loss of incomeWhenever

a climate convention is organized they will screen An Inconvenient Truth,13 but not The Great

Global Warming Swindle.14 The Bali Conference in 2007 is a good example of this: Al Gore,

maker of An Inconvenient Truth to whom we must be grateful that he opened the eyes of ‘the

world’ to the climate issue, was invited as main speaker, but Martin Durkin, maker of the film

with a dissenting view was not. The minds are apparently closed to information that doesn’t fitIf

tomorrow it turns out that CO2 is not the cause of climate change, it would be a financial

catastrophe for the hundreds of thousands of people who are currently involved with the CO2

problem. If researchers, specialists, bureaucrats, employees of institutes and organizations and

most governments - through their climate taxes - are now financially dependent on the

continuation of the CO2 problem; how can we expect there to be any space for independent

research and any room left for dissenting opinions or for new solutions?The answer is that

finding the solution to the problem has to provide more opportunities and more income than

the preservation of the problem.The debate on climate changeAs stated, there is a general

consensus among CO2 experts and government agencies who believe that CO2 is causing the

climate to change.15 However, there is also a determined group who say that it isn’t. This book

argues that the debate about whether or not CO2 is responsible for climate change is

irrelevant.16 Hence, the billions of US$ that are spent annually on research into climate

change ought to be spent in a better way.There are good arguments to support the claim that

there may be other causes of climate change. Some scientists see the 11-year sun cycle as a

cause, and others think it is linked to deforestation and erosion. Still others claim that there is

no climate change at all, and some say that the change is only temporary. One could also

argue that the earth currently might actually be too cold. A large part of the earth’s land mass

is above latitude 50° north, and 90% of this land is uninhabitable because of the low

temperature there. So one might as well claim that the earth is too cold, and that global

warming is fortunately arriving at the right time - when we need more habitable land for a

population increase from 6.5 billion to 10 billion people.17 Then there is the influence of water

vapor. In general, science claims that it accounts for 95% of the greenhouse effect. Finally, one

could argue that all factors combined are causing climate changes; this probably makes the

most sense. 18,19,20,21,22,23,24When you study the history of weather over the last 700

years in Europe, it is striking how common significant - but temporary - changes in weather

have been. Here are two examples of periods of great changes in weather that cannot have

been caused by mankind.From 1300 to 1400 CE there was continuous rainfall.25 In Europe,

crops failed in 28 out of the 100 years and the population number dropped dramatically. In all of

Europe the weather was out of whack causing all kinds of disease in crops; because of

constant moisture, combined with heat during the summer. This caused the mould that

normally dies or is in abeyance in dry conditions to thrive. The food shortage made the people

weak and therefore susceptible to disease. Finally, people started to live close to each other in

unhygienic cities. Dante’s famous book ‘The Divine Comedy’ describes the decimation of the



Italian population as a result of the bubonic plague in this period.26From 1430 to 1860 CE

there were two ‘Little Ice Ages’ in Europe.27,28 Temperatures were much lower than usual.

During this period the salt water of the North Sea, between England and the Netherlands,

sometimes froze for some kilometers away from the shore. Carts could cross the Dutch

Zuiderzee. There are many Dutch paintings with icy scenes, of which Hendrick Avercamp’s

masterpiece ‘A scene on the ice near a town’ is possibly best known.29 This prolonged period

of cold was abnormal and 400 years later the temperatures returned to normal.The weather

has always been subject to small and large changes. Whether or not it is still changing is

therefore uncertain. If the weather is changing, then it might be permanent or temporary. It is

also uncertain whether CO2 is the cause, in light of the large changes in the past when

mankind-related CO2 emission was significantly lower than it is today.It is because of these

uncertainties that there is no agreement on whether or not the climate is changing. But

whatever the truth may be, it is irrelevant to the main theme of this book, which is to provide a

solution to the excess of CO2 emission.Conceptual perceptionHere are some examples of the

ways in which what we learned as children influences us for the rest of our lives.The problem

with formal education is that we have to impart children knowledge, but in the process they risk

losing their capacity to think independently. In Holland for instance, all children are taught that

the climate is changing because of CO2 emission, even though this has not been proven.16

Children are being forced to accept conceptual assertions instead of thinking for themselves. If

a child during a test writes that according to him climate doesn’t change, he may receive a low

mark.You may be asking yourself whether using the wrong concept or using the wrong word is

such a big problem. However, the solution to a problem starts with the correct analysis or

description of it. When you describe the problem incorrectly, the solution that you come up with

in the end will inevitably be the wrong one.We always hear about ‘Carbon Capture and

Storage’, also known as CCS. This terminology is misleading as not only the atoms of

C(carbon) but also those of O(oxygen) are stored underground. In this way oxygen is taken out

of the atmosphere. The same concept of 'Carbon Capture and Storage' is also used in forestry.

But here C and O atoms are disconnected, where the C is stored in wood and humus, and the

O returns into the atmosphere as oxygen. We are using the same description 'Carbon Capture

and Storage' for two entirely different concepts: in one case the oxygen is lost forever, and in

the other the oxygen can be used forever.
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